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Abstract— Nanosized devices operating inside the
human body open up new prospects in the healthcare
domain. Invivo wireless nanosensor networks (iWNSNs)
will result in a plethora of applications ranging from
intrabody health-monitoring to drug-delivery systems. With
the development of miniature plasmonic signal sources,
antennas, and detectors, wireless communications among
intrabody nanodevices will expectedly be enabled at
both the terahertz band (0.1–10 THz) as well as optical
frequencies (400–750 THz). This result motivates the
analysis of the phenomena affecting the propagation
of electromagnetic signals inside the human body.
In this paper, a rigorous channel model for intrabody
communication in iWNSNs is developed. The total path
loss is computed by taking into account the combined
effect of the spreading of the propagating wave, molecular
absorption from human tissues, as well as scattering
from both small and large body particles. The analytical
results are validated by means of electromagnetic wave
propagation simulations. Moreover, this paper provides the
first framework necessitated for conducting link budget
analysis between nanodevices operating within the human
body. This analysis is performed by taking into account
the transmitter power, medium path loss, and receiver
sensitivity, where both the THz and photonic devices are
considered. The overall attenuation model of intrabody THz
and optical frequency propagation facilitates the accurate
design and practical deployment of iWNSNs.

Index Terms— Terahertz, intrabody channel model, wire-
less nanosensor networks, link budget, photonic.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE engineering community is witnessing a new frontier

in the communication industry. Among others, the tools

provided by nanotechnologies enable the development of novel
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nanosensors and nanomachines. On the one hand, nanosensors

are capable of detecting events with unprecedented accuracy.

On the other hand, nanomachines are envisioned to accomplish

tasks ranging from computing and data storing to sensing

and actuation [1]. Recently, in vivo wireless nanosensor net-

works (iWNSNs) have been presented to provide fast and

accurate disease diagnosis and treatment. These networks are

capable of operating inside the human body in real time and

will be of great benefit for medical monitoring and medical

implant communication [2].

Despite the fact that nanodevice technology has been

witnessing great advancements, enabling the commuication

among nanomachines is still a major challenge. Classical com-

munication paradigms need to undergo a profound revision

before being used in nanonetworks. One of the mechanisms

being comprehensively investigated is molecular communica-

tion [3], which is based on the exchange of molecules to

transmit information. However, there are still many funda-

mental challenges to address, including the development of

mechanisms to overcome the very long latency in molecular

systems or the potential interference with biological molecular

processes. Ultrasonic communication, based on the use of very

high frequency acoustic signals, has also been recently pro-

posed [4]. Nonetheless, for the time being, the size and power

limitations of ultrasonic acoustic transducers pose a major

challenge in their integration with biological nanosensors.

From the electromagnetic (EM) perspective, the minia-

turization of a conventional metallic antenna to meet the

size requirements of a nanosensor results in very high res-

onant frequencies, in the order of several hundreds of tera-

hertz (THz or 1012 Hz). Accordingly, novel plasmonics have

been recently proposed for wireless communication among

nanodevices [5], [6]. These nanoantennas enable the wireless

interconnection amongst nanosensors deployed inside and over

the human body resulting in many bio-nanosensing applica-

tions [7]. For the time being, several works exist pointing to

both the Terahertz Band (0.1-10 THz) as well as the infrared

and optical transmission windows [8], [9]. While the majority

of (nano) biosensing applications rely on the use of light,

the propagation of THz signals within the human body remain

largely unknown.

While the THz-band radiation is non-ionizing, the propaga-

tion of THz-band waves inside the human body is drastically

impacted by the absorption of liquid water molecules [10].

As a result, Guo et al. [11], advocated the use of the
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optical window for intrabody wireless communication among

nanosensors with plasmonic nanoantennas. This is due to the

fact that the absorption from liquid water molecules is minimal

in the so-called optical window, roughly between 400 THz

and 750 THz [12]. In addition, plasmonic nanodevices at

optical frequencies have already been utilized in several in

vivo applications [13].

In this paper, a novel channel model for intrabody com-

munication in iWNSNs in the THz band as well as optical

window is presented. In particular, a mathematical framework

is developed to compute the path loss by taking into account

the spreading of the propagating wave, absorption from differ-

ent types of molecules, as well as scattering of both the cells

and the medium background. The results provided illustrate the

design principles of iWNSNs. This paper also provides the first

framework in the literature for conducting link budget analysis

between nanodevices operating within the human body. This

analysis is performed by taking into account the transmitter

power, medium path loss and receiver sensitivity. Based on the

application and distance of operation between nano-sensors,

the user can select either the THz or optical frequencies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,

we discuss intrabody wave propagation losses considering the

effect of spreading, molecular absorption as well as scattering.

In Sec. III, THz and photonic technologies utilized in commu-

nications are presented to provide an insight on the link budget

required for nanoscale intrabody communication. In Sec. IV,

the numerical results are illustrated where the absorption and

scattering coefficients are calculated and the total path loss at

the THz and optical frequency is computed. Finally, we draw

our conclusions in Sec. V.

II. INTRABODY WAVE PROPAGATION LOSSES

The total path loss at both the THz and optical frequencies is

contributed by three frequency-dependent terms: the spreading

loss factor Lspr ( f ), the molecular absorption loss factor

Labs( f ) and the scattering loss factor Lsca( f ). Each of these

terms represents the ratio of the output to input powers for

a particular intrabody distance. More specifically, the total

attenuation factor is given by

L tot ( f ) = Lspr ( f ) × Labs ( f ) × Lsca ( f ). (1)

The analytical model which will be presented in this paper

focuses on the frequencies between 0.1-10 THz or, equiva-

lently, wavelengths between 30 micrometers and 3 millime-

ters as well as frequencies between 400-750 THz, which

correspond to wavelengths between 400 nanometer and

750 nanometer. Moreover, since the THz band lies in the

middle ground between microwaves/millimeter waves and

infrared, both frequency ( f ) and wavelength (λ) are common

notations.

A. Intrabody Path Loss Due to Wave Spreading
in Human Tissue

EM waves suffer from the spreading of energy, which is

quantitatively described in the case of spherical propagation

by the well-known inverse-squared distance function

Lspr = D

(

λg

4πd

)2

, (2)

where λg , the effective wavelength, is λ/n′, n′ and n′′ are

the real and imaginary parts of the tissue refractive index n,

respectively. The tissue refractive index n is given by

n = n′ − jn′′. (3)

It is worth noting that n = √
εr , where εr is the relative

permittivity. The relative permeability is accounted as

µr = 1, since the biological tissues show almost no magnetic

behavior [14], [15].

The directivity, D, refers to the maximum gain of the

nanoantenna, and is given by the ratio of the maximum power

density P(θ, φ)max in W/m2 to its average value over a sphere,

as observed in the far field of an antenna. Thus,

D =
P(θ, φ)max

P(θ, φ)av
. (4)

From [16], the final form of the directivity is given by

D =
4π

∫∫

4π Pn(θ, φ)d�
=

4π

�A

, (5)

where Pn(θ, φ)d� = P(θ, φ)/P(θ, φ)max is the normalized

power pattern, and �A refers to the radiation solid angle. This

angle depends on the specific radiation diagram of the source

and antenna being used. For example, for a directional source

with a narrow beam of width �θ , �A is given as

�A =
∫ 2π

φ=0

∫ �θ

θ=0

sinθdθdφ = 2π (1 − cos�θ). (6)

In light of the existing THz and optical sources (see Sec. III),

a more realistic approach would be to consider a light source

with a Gaussian beam which has a radiation pattern given

by [17]

Eθ =
1

2
(1 + cosθ). (7)

Since the radiated power, P , is proportional to |Eθ |2 according

to P = |Eθ |2/2η [16], where η is the wave impedance in

the specific human tissue medium, the solid angle, �A, of a

Gaussian beam of width �θ is given as

�A =
∫ 2π

φ=0

∫ �θ

θ=0

1

4
(1 + 2cosθ + cos

2θ)sinθdθdφ

=
π

2

[

8

3
− (cos�θ + cos

2�θ +
1

3
cos

3�θ)

]

. (8)

B. Intrabody Path Loss Due to Molecular
Absorption by Human Tissue

Molecules present in a standard medium are excited by

electromagnetic waves at specific frequencies within the THz

band and optical window. Molecular vibration of excited mole-

cules occurs when atoms in a molecule are in periodic motion

while the molecule as a whole has constant translational and

rotational motion [18]. It must be noted that both the THz and
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optical waves are non-ionizing in which they induce vibration,

but cannot break molecules. Due to this vibration, part of

the energy of the propagating wave is converted into kinetic

energy or, from the communication perspective, simply lost.

Hence, molecular absorption is calculated by computing the

fraction of the incident electromagnetic radiation that is able to

pass through the medium at a given frequency. Using the Beer-

Lambert law [19], attenuation due to molecular absorption for

an EM traveling wave at a distance, d , is given by

Labs = e−µabs d , (9)

where µabs is the molecular absorption coefficient. This coeffi-

cient depends on the composition of the medium and was first

introduced and computed for gas molecules by Jornet et al.

in [20]. In the context of intrabody communications, the same

approach is followed since the body is composed of nanoscale

biomolecular structures. These include chromophores, which

are compounds in our tissues responsible for absorbing light

radiation. Each molecule has a spectrum of absorption that

can quickly change even for small wavelength variations. The

disruption of the medium optical uniformity can be expressed

in the non-uniformity of the refractive index throughout the

medium [21]. Hence, the molecular absorption coefficient can

be calculated using

µabs =
4π(n′′)

λg

. (10)

To estimate the absorption coefficient, we can follow two

different strategies. On the one hand, we can model the absorp-

tion from individual particles. The efficiency of a particle to

absorb radiation can be expressed by the absorption efficiency

Qabs = σabs/σg, (11)

where σabs is the molecular absorption cross section, and σg =
πr2 is the geometric cross section. The absorption coefficient

µabs can be then obtained as

µabs = ρv Qabsσg, (12)

where ρv = κ/( 4
3
πr3) is the particle concentration, and κ is

the volume fraction of the particle. At this stage, the main

challenge is to estimate the value of Qabs . This is a rather

complex task, specially when different types of molecules with

different frequency responses are considered.

On the other hand, provided that we are dealing with a large

number of molecules, it is common to consider the effective

medium assumption. In particular, the dielectric response in

the frequency domain of tissues having high water content

can be characterized by the Debye Relaxation Model [22],

which describes the reorientation of molecules that could

involve translational and rotational diffusion, hydrogen bond

arrangement, and structural rearrangement. For a pure mater-

ial, multiple Debye processes are possible where the complex

permittivity is described by [23]

ε = ε∞ +
n

∑

j=1

�ε

1 + jwτ j

, (13)

where ε∞ is the permittivity at the high frequency limit, �ε =
ε j − ε j+1, ε j are intermediate values, occurring at different

TABLE I

PERMITTIVITY AND RELAXATION TIME VALUES

permittivity relaxations, τ j is the relaxation time relating to

the j th Debye type relaxation process, and w is the angular

frequency given as 2π f .

The disordered nature and microstructure of biological mat-

ter as well as the supracellular organization in such materials,

often taking the form of fractal structures, trigger different

polarization mechanisms which include multiple relaxation

times and non-symmetric time-domain response.

To provide the best approximation of complex permittivity

for polar liquids at frequencies up to 1 THz, the double Debye

equations are used [24]

ε = ε∞ +
ε1 − ε2

1 + jwτ1
+

ε2 − ε∞

1 + jwτ2
. (14)

Equation (14) is rationalized and the real and imaginary parts

of the complex permittivity are separated as follows

ε′ = ε∞ +
ε1 − ε2

1 + (wτ1)2
+

ε2 − ε∞

1 + (wτ2)2
, (15)

ε′′ =
(ε1 − ε2)(wτ1)

1 + (wτ1)2
+

(ε2 − ε∞)(wτ2)

1 + (wτ2)2
. (16)

Using the values in Table I, ε′ and ε′′ are computed. These

values are then used to calculate (10) in order to find the

attenuation due to molecular absorption, Labs , given in (9)

at the THz band. It is to be noted that the characterization

of the Debye parameters for human fat at the lower THz

frequencies is not available in the literature according to

authors’ knowledge [22], [25].

Moving towards the near-infrared frequency, particularly

the optical window, catalogues of human tissue optical prop-

erties available in the literature are used [12], [26]. The

detailed wavelength and corresponding permittivity are pro-

vided in Table II. Similar to the approach illustrated above,

these values will be used to calculate (10) in order to find

attenuation due to molecular absorption, Labs , given in (9) at

the optical window.

It must be noted that the human skin is composed of

the epidermis, dermis as well as hypodermis. The epidermis

forms the outermost layer, providing an initial barrier to the

external environment. It is composed 95% of keratinocytes

but also contains melanocytes [27]. Beneath this, the dermis

comprises two sections, the papillary and reticular layers,

and contains connective tissues, vessels, glands, follicles, hair

roots, as well as sensory nerve endings. The hypodermis is

the innermost and thickest layer of the skin. It invaginates

into the dermis and is attached to it by collagen and elastin

fibers. The hypodermis is essentially composed of a type of

cells specialized in accumulating and storing fats, known as

adipocytes [28]. Hence, the permittivity values of fat could be
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TABLE II

RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY VS. WAVELENGTH [12], [26]

used for skin since the hypodermis is the layer that plays the

most important role in skin absorption [29].

C. Intrabody Path Loss Due to Scattering
by Human Tissue

From the nanosensor perspective, the body is a collection

of different types of composites, such as cells, organelles, pro-

teins, and molecules with different geometry and arrangement

as well as different electromagnetic properties. Scattering by

particles affect the propagation of the electromagnetic wave

due to the deflection of the beam caused by the microscopic

non-uniformities present in the human body. This propagation

phenomenon depends on the size, shape, and refractive index

of the individual particle as well as on the wavelength of

the incident beam [30]. Rayleigh and Mie theories describe

the scattering processes on small spherical objects. When the

scattering particle diameters are smaller than the wavelength

of the propagating electromagnetic wave, Rayleigh scattering

occurs. On the other hand, when the particle diameters are

approximately equal to the wavelength of the electromagnetic

wave, Mie scattering takes place [31]. When the objects

are large compared to wavelength, specular, or geometric

scattering occurs [32]. The effect of scattering is analyzed

using the geometry of Fig. 1, which shows a plane wave

incident on a scatterer object placed at the origin of a spherical

coordinate system (r, θ, φ).

The most important characteristic of a scattered wave is its

intensity, Isca , expressed as [33]

Isca =
1

(kr)2
Iinc S(θ, φ), (17)

where k = 2π/λ is the wave number of the incident radiation,

Iinc is the incident intensity, and S(θ, φ) is the scattering

amplitude function. In general, S(θ, φ) depends on the wave-

length of the incident beam and on the size, shape, and optical

properties of the particle [33].

In addition to the intensity function, the scattering cross

section and the scattering efficiency are needed to characterize

the scattering loss. The scattering cross section, σsca , is defined

as the ratio between the power scattered by the particle and

Fig. 1. Geometry of a scattering scenario showing the coordinates of
both Cartesian and spherical coordinate systems.

the incident power per unit area, and is given by

σsca =
1

(k)2

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

|S(θ, φ)|2sinθdθdφ, (18)

where the scattering amplitude function, S(θ, φ), of a sphere,

that mimics a particle, is given by

S(θ, φ) =
k2

4π

∫

A

e−ikξsinθ(ξcosφ+ηsinφ)(1 + cosθ)dξdη, (19)

in which A is the planar aperture. Since both a sphere and an

opaque disk have the same diffraction pattern, the scattering

amplitude of a disk is considered for simplicity as it is

independent of the azimuthal angle φ

S(θ) =
k2

4π

∫

A

e−ikξsinθ (1 + cosθ)dξdη. (20)

The integral evaluation is present in [34].

Analogous to absorption, the scattering efficiency, Qsca ,

represents the ratio of the energy scattered by the particle

to the total energy in the incident beam intercepted by the

geometric cross section of the particle and is given by

Qsca = σsca/σg. (21)

These values depend largely on the size of the particles. In our

model, we consider the scattering from both small molecules

as well as relatively large cells.

1) Scattering by Particles: For particles much smaller than

the wavelength, the local electric field produced by the wave

is approximately uniform at any instant. This applied electric

field induces a dipole in the particle. Because the electric

field oscillates, the induced dipole oscillates; and according

to classical theory, the dipole radiates in all directions. This

type of scattering is called Rayleigh scattering [35].

The scattering efficiency of small spherical absorbing par-

ticles is given by [36]

Qsmall
sca =

8

3
ψ4

Re

(

n2 − 1

n2 + 2

)2

, (22)

where ψ = 2πr/λg is the dimensionless size parame-

ter of the particle. Following a similar approach as before,

we can now obtain the scattering coefficient for small

particles as

µsmall
sca = ρv Qsmall

sca σg . (23)
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Fig. 2. Blood components.

2) Scattering by Cells: Scattering by large particles can be

studied by applying van de Hulst approximation, which is also

referred to as the anomalous diffraction approximation [36].

Indeed, the total energy removed from the incident beam,

the extinction energy, is the sum of the energy scattered and

absorbed. The corresponding extinction efficiency is given

by [37]

Qext = 2 −
4

p
sin p +

4

p2
(1 − cosp), (24)

in which

Q
large
sca = Qext − Qabs, (25)

where p = 4πr (n − 1)/λ = 2(n − 1)ψ represents the phase

delay of the wave passing through the center of the particle.

The complete derivation of (24) can be found in [37]. A good

example where scattering from various components can be

illustrated is within the human blood. As conceptually illus-

trated in Fig. 2, the blood is composed of various components.

Blood plasma is the liquid component of the blood and is

a mixture of mostly water (up to 95% by volume) and tiny

particles of dissolved protein, glucose, minerals, and so forth.

It also holds different types of blood cells in suspension, which

are considered as the larger particles of the blood, namely,

platelets (2 microns in diameter), red blood cells (7 microns),

and white blood cell (up to 20 microns).

Combining (25) and (24) in (23), we can now obtain the

scattering by large particles as

µ
large
sca = ρv Q

large
sca σg . (26)

Based on light theory, a large particle removes from the beam

twice the amount of the light intercepted by its geometric

cross section. For a light interacting with a large particle,

the incident beam can be considered to consist of a set of

separate rays. Of those rays passing within an area defined

by the geometric cross section of the sphere, some will be

reflected at the particle surface and others refracted. All of the

energy incident on the particle surface is removed from the

beam by scattering or absorption, accounting for an efficiency

factor of unity. There is, however, another source of scattering

from the incident beam. The intensity distribution within the

diffraction pattern depends on the shape of the perimeter and

size of the particle relative to the wavelength of the light. The

total amount of energy that appears in the diffraction pattern is

equal to the energy in the beam intercepted by the geometric

cross section of the particle. Hence, the total efficiency factor

based on the cross-sectional area is equal to 2 [38]. This effect

will be demonstrated and further examined in the numerical

results section.

Finally, attenuation due to scattering is obtained from the

addition of the scattering coefficient for both large and small

particles, and is given as

Lsca = e−(µsmall
sca +µ

large
sca )d , (27)

where d is the propagation distance.

The Beer-Lambert (BL) law can be interpreted in the

literature in two different ways. One approach assumes that

BL accounts for the combined effect of absorption and scat-

tering [39]. However, in our analysis, we adopted a form of BL

law that separates the effect of absorption from scattering in

line with [40]. The latter approach is more appropriate in our

scenario since for the absorption case, the effective medium

assumption is made due to the large number of molecules

available in the medium. However, in the case of scattering,

we have small as well as large cells, and the effective medium

assumption that entails the use of BL law is not valid anymore.

III. TERAHERTZ AND PHOTONICS FOR

COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES

In any communication system design, link budget analysis

is the essential starting point for estimating the different losses

encountered as the signal propagates from the transmitter

to the receiver. A comprehensive and accurate model that

predicts all the losses within the communication link is

important for predicting the required transmitter power as

well as the required receiver sensitivity. In RF system design,

link budget estimations have been studied extensively, ranging

from several hundred MHz for RFIDs [41], [42] up to sev-

eral THz for broadband wireless [43]. However, in the context

of intrabody communication, the literature lacks link budget

analysis between nanodevices operating within the human

body. In order to perform link budget analysis, the gains and

losses from the transmitter, through the medium (in this case

the human body) to the receiver in a telecommunication system

must be taken into account.

It is important to emphasize that this paper affirms the

feasibility of electromagnetic communication amongst nan-

odevices by providing both accurate characterization of the

intrabody channel as well as presenting recent advancements

in the THz/optical transmitter and receiver technologies. Since

intrabody communication is concerned with nanoscale sensors,

our link budget analysis is carried out for the propagation

phenomena at the THz band as well as optical window.

The link budget equation is given as

PR(dB) = PT + GT − Losses + G R, (28)

where PR and PT are the received and transmitted powers,

respectively. GT and G R are the gains of the transmitting and

receiving antennas, respectively. The following subsections

discuss signal generation at both THz and optical frequencies,

followed by addressing signal reception and detection myth-

dologies at the aforementioned frequencies. Using the analysis
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TABLE III

CHARACTERISTICS OF TERAHERTZ TRANSMITTERS

TABLE IV

CHARACTERISTICS OF OPTICAL TRANSMITTERS

results, the power, dynamic range, noise level specification,

as well as the signal waveform parameters can be determined.

A. Terahertz Transmitters

For many years, the lack of efficient methods to gen-

erate THz band signals has limited the feasibility of THz

band communication networks. However, the refinement of

existing architectures and the utilization of new technologies

brought this paradigm one step closer in which an outstanding

progress has been witnessed towards the development of

these devices [44]. In order to enable communication among

nanoscale devices, THz transmitters are ought to be compact

where their area size should reach several hundreds of square

nanometers or few square micrometers at most. They should

be fast in order to support modulation bandwidths of at least

several gigahertz (GHz). In addition, these sources must be

energy efficient and preferably tunable [45].

Table III demonstrates the various THz transmitters avail-

able in the literature. It could be deduced that electronic

sources exhibit several design and performance features that

make them feasible for THz biological research studies.

Indeed, they are capable of providing high levels of average

output power at lower THz frequencies [46]. Moreover, they

generate narrow linewidth continuous THz radiation. They are

also rugged, compact, and operate at room temperature [47].

In addition to ultra-high-speed transmitters, ultra-broadband

antennas are needed to enable multi-gigabit per second (Gbps)

and Terabit per second (Tbps) links in the THz band. In fact,

the potential of novel antennas based on nanomaterials and

metamaterials needs to be investigated. For example, it has

been shown that graphene can be used to build plasmonic

nano-antennas, which exploit the behavior of global oscil-

lations of surface charges to radiate in the THz band. The

response of graphene-based nano-antennas can be easily

dynamically tuned by means of material doping, that is,

dynamically changing the electrical properties by means of

electrostatic bias [5]. Their very small size also enables their

integration in virtually everything. The expectedly very low

gain and effective area of individual THz band antennas moti-

vates the investigation of very large antenna arrays. An open

challenge is to characterize and account for the interaction and

coupling effects among nearby antennas [44].

Advancements in microelectronics led to miniature elec-

tronic components suitable for intrabody communication. For

instance, novel miniaturized transistors that adopt non-planar

architectures, such as the FinFET [48] and the 3D Tri-gate

transistor [49], have been manufactured. Beside their compact

size, these architectures mitigate the undesirable behavior of

the short channel effect and increase the transistor channel

dimension. Such features resulted in reducing the transistor

size to 14 nm [48], leading to higher transistor density chips,

which are essential for the deployment of nanobiosensors for

intrabody communication.

B. Optical Transmitters

Frequencies covering the optical frequency window, roughly

between 400 THz and 750 THz, require photonic sources

in order to be generated. In optical communications, light

sources must be compact, monochromatic, stable, and long

lasting. The two most commonly used optical sources are laser

diodes and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) [70]. Actually, over

the past years, these technologies witnessed progress where

scientists have investigated and developed many types of lasers

and LEDs enabling simple, inexpensive, and high performance

optical transmission. The former transmitter falls into several

broad categories, namely solid, liquid (DYE), and gas lasers,

while the latter involve ultraviolet, infrared, and broadband

LEDs. However, only compact, room-temperature transmitters

can be utilized in biological applications; therefore, most
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TABLE V

CHARACTERISTICS OF TERAHERTZ DETECTORS

TABLE VI

CHARACTERISTICS OF OPTICAL DETECTORS

optical sources employed in practical systems are semicon-

ductor based [71]. Table IV illustrates the characteristics of

the different optical transmitters. Similar to THz transmitters,

the compact size is a critical design requirement for optical

transmitters. Nanoscale semiconductor plasmon lasers as small

as 200 × 200 × 420 nm3 have been presented in [72].

C. Terahertz Receivers

The detection of THz radiation is resistant to the com-

monly employed techniques in the neighboring microwave and

infrared (IR) frequency bands. These detectors should be able

to exploit the very large available bandwidth at THz band

frequencies, while providing high detection sensitivity, and

low noise figures needed to overcome the very high path loss

at THz frequencies. Actually, progress in THz detector sensi-

tivity has been impressive in a period of more than half century

in which the noise equivalent power (NEP) value has decreased

by a factor of 1011 in 70 years, corresponding to an improve-

ment by a factor of two every two years [73]. Depending on

the type of detector, the maximum received measurable power

can be in the mW or µW range [74]. Table V demonstrates

the properties of the various Terahertz detectors available in

the literature.

Similar to transmitters, miniature receivers are required to

initiate an intrabody communication link. Small scale THz

detectors not only include nanometric transistors [48] and

diodes [75] but also bolometers occupying an area as small

as 75 × 75 µm2 presented in [76].

D. Optical Receivers

Applications in the photonics field require the use of optical

radiation detectors. The two main types of optical detec-

tors are thermal detectors and photon detectors as illustrated

in Table VI. Thermal detectors convert the optical energy

to heat energy, which then generates an electrical signal.

On the other hand, photon detectors produce one electron for

each incoming photon of optical energy where the electron

is detected by an electronic circuitry [77]. Several types of

photon detectors exist including PIN photodiode, avalanche

photodiode (APD), Schottky photodiode as well as quantum

well and quantum dot detectors. In practice, silicon photodi-

odes have become the detector of choice for many photonic

applications within their spectral range [69]. Developments in

optical technologies resulted in considerate detectors feasible

for intrabody communication. For instance, pyroelectric detec-

tors have an effective aperture between 1.5 to 9 mm [74].

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we numerically evaluate the analytical

models for spreading, absorption and scattering presented in

Sec. II, by taking into account realistic parameters of the intra-

body properties (summarized in Tables I and II). In this first

work, we conduct our analysis for the main body constituents

where we consider a homogeneous medium composed of

water, blood as well as skin or fat.

A. Spreading Loss

Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate the spreading loss associated

with THz and optical intrabody wave propagation, respec-

tively. Similar to conventional communication models in the

megahertz or few gigahertz frequency ranges, the spreading

loss increases with both distance and frequency.

B. Molecular Absorption

Fig. 5 illustrates the variation of the molecular absorption

coefficient, µabs , provided in (12), for different human tissues

at THz frequencies. It is evident from Fig. 5 that the effect of

molecular absorption is more dominant in blood compared to

other types of human tissues, which is expected since blood

plasma is the liquid component of blood contributing to 55%

of the body total blood volume [78]. It must be noted that the

reason behind the high absorption in the THz band is the fact

that the rotation transition of water molecules is located in

this band.
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Fig. 3. Spreading loss factor, Lspr, at (λ = 300 µm), when short range
communication between (0,01mm-10mm) is considered.

Fig. 4. Spreading loss factor, Lspr, at (λ = 600 nm), when short range
communication between (0,01 µm-10 µm) is considered.

Fig. 5. Molecular absorption coefficient,µabs, for different human tissues
vs. wavelength at THz (λ = 300 µm to 3mm).

Unlike the high absorption in blood at THz frequen-

cies, Fig. 6 demonstrates that molecular absorption in blood

reduces by one order of magnitude at optical frequencies,

roughly between 400 and 750 THz, compared to its value

at the lower THz band. It can also be noticed that as the

frequency increases to the optical band, the wavelength of

the propagating wave becomes comparable to the cell size.

Therefore, molecular absorption in blood cells is four orders

of magnitude higher than its value of water as noticed

from Fig. 6. Hence, chromophores, namely hemoglobin, play

the main absorbing role in blood.

Fig. 6. Molecular absorption coefficient,µabs , for different human tissues
vs. wavelength at optical window (λ = 450 nm to 1000 nm ).

TABLE VII

RADII OF VARIOUS BODY PARTICLES [79]

One of the challenges that arises due to the absorption

effect is the fact that it triggers the vibration of cells which

in turn results in heat generation. The thermal effect will

be thoroughly investigated in further publications where a

mathematical framework will be presented to illustrate how

molecules in the human body absorb energy from electromag-

netic fields and subsequently release this energy as heat to their

immediate surroundings. As a result, a change in temperature

is witnessed from which the molecular absorption noise is

calculated.

C. Scattering

As for the effect of scattering, (23) and (26) can be used

taking into consideration the radii of the various body particles

as given by Table VII. It should be noted that the size of the

scatterers at THz is much smaller than the wavelength of the

propagating THz wave. Results of the scattering coefficient,

µsca , given in Fig. 7 is almost negligible compared to its

counterpart, absorption, given in Fig. 5. This finding makes

sense because the scattering effect is only significant for wave-

lengths that are much smaller than scatterer dimensions, unlike

the current case in which we are investigating scattering at

the THz wavelengths. This adds to the advantages of incorpo-

rating the THz band for intrabody communication because the

propagating signal will not suffer from the scattering effects

which are more significant in the higher optical frequencies.

Based on the above finding, only the spreading and absorption

losses contribute to the total path loss at THz frequencies.

The in-vivo scattering effects have also been analyzed for

optical frequencies with results presented in Fig. 8. Comparing

the results of Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, one can conclude that the

scattering effect is dominant in the latter figure which is
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Fig. 7. Scattering coefficient, µsca, for different human tissues vs.
wavelength at THz (λ = 300 µm to 3mm).

Fig. 8. Scattering coefficient, µsca, for different human tissues vs.
wavelength at optical window (λ = 450 nm to 1000 nm).

obtained for optical frequencies. This confirms the conclusion

obtained in the preceding paragraph. The effect of scattering at

optical frequencies has been further investigated by calculating

the scattering efficiency as a function of the particle radius.

Results are presented in Fig. 9 which shows that the scattering

amplitude at optical frequencies resembles a decaying sinu-

soid. The results of Fig. 9 will help us predict the scattering

effect due to various blood cell types, having different sizes.

It can be inferred that as the particle size parameter ψ becomes

much larger than 1, the scattering efficiency approaches 2,

which come to an agreement with classical optical principles.

Thus, when blood cells are considered, there is scattering

created by their large size, then absorption within the cell.

An important observation to be made is whether we are

operating in the near-field or far-field region of the antenna.

Actually, based on the Fraunhofer distance [16], if the value of

( 2π
λ

r � 1), we will be operating in the far-field of the antenna;

otherwise, the near-field interaction of waves will be in effect.

At the optical frequencies, with a wavelength of 600 nm,

a transmission distance of 1 µm ensures operation in the far-

field region. However, when dealing with THz frequencies,

the transmission distance must be greater than 100 µm for the

far-field assumption to be valid. Nevertheless, as a first esti-

mation, the Rayleigh-Gans-Debye scattering theory provides

an adequate approximation for the scattering effect, regardless

of the transmission distance [80].

Fig. 9. Scattering efficiency of a blood particle at λ = 450 nm.

Fig. 10. Electric field intensity (V/m) of a circular cross section composed
of a three-layer human tissue: COMSOL Multiphysics simulation model.

D. Path Loss

In this subsection, the theoretical model is validated using

COMSOL Multiphysics. A homogeneous medium with the

same parameters that are used for the theoretical model has

been taken to account by considering a circular cross section

composed of the three main layers of human tissues, namely,

skin, blood and water. A point dipole antenna is chosen

as the electromagnetic wave radiation source and the wave

propagation has been simulated for up to 10 mm and 10 µm

far from the antenna for the THz and optical frequencies,

respectively. The radiated power by a dipole antenna can be

written as

Prad = (πη/3)|I0l/λ|2, (29)

where I0 is the input current, l is the antenna length and

the product I0l = 1. The whole medium is enclosed by a

perfect matched layer (PML). The PML is utilized to mimic

the infinite environment and its thickness is half wavelength.

The graphical representation of the model is demonstrated

in Fig 10.

The total path loss between two nanodevices operating

at the THz frequency given in (1) is presented in Fig. 11

for a short range communication scenario. It can be seen

that the developed model agrees with the FEM simulation

which proofs that the model is accurate enough. It must be

highlighted that due to recent advancements in THz technolo-

gies, novel THz transmitters and receivers have been devel-

oped facilitating the communication between nanodevices and
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Fig. 11. Total path loss factor, Ltot, at (λ = 300 µm), when short range
communication between (0,01mm to 10mm) is considered.

opening the door to potentially biocompatible applications

of iWNSNs. On the other hand, Fig. 12 indicates the path

loss experienced at the optical frequency window, in which

we can see that both the numerical and simulated results

agree. The presented scenarios are fundamental for the analysis

of intrabody communication. Depending on the application,

the user may choose at which frequency and distance the EM

signal should be transmitted.

E. Link Budget Analysis

As mentioned in Sec. III, wireless systems are required to

provide a certain minimum transmission quality. Hence, link

budget is the clearest and most intuitive way of computing

the required transmit power. It actually tabulates all equations

that connects the transmitted power to the received Signal to

Noise Ratio (SNR) [81].

1) THz Band: The path loss at 1 THz for propagating

a distance of 1 mm into blood is 65.8 dB, as obtained

from Fig. 11. From Table III, a value of 1 mW (−30 dBW)

has been chosen as transmit power.

The received power given in (28) is

PR(dB) = −30 − 65.8 = −95.8. (30)

This value is equivalent to 263 pW. Assuming an SNR value

of 10 dB,

SN R = PR − N

10 = −95.8 − N (31)

Hence, a minimum receiver sensitivity value of

−105.8 dBW (26.3 pW) is required. Based on Table V, various

receivers capable of detecting the incoming signal exist. This

verifies the feasibility of intrabody communication in

the THz band.

2) Optical Window: The path loss at 499 THz (600 nm)

for propagating a distance of 10 µm into blood is 88.6 dB,

as deduced from Fig. 12. This propagation distance is

chosen to ensure that a viable optical link is established.

From Table IV, a value of 100 mW (−10 dBW) has been

chosen as transmit power, considering a compromise between

the achievable transmit powers of the various technologies

Fig. 12. Total path loss factor, Ltot, at (λ = 600 nm), when short range
communication between (0,01 µm-10 µm) is considered.

TABLE VIII

GAIN EFFECT ON LINK BUDGET CALCULATION

available. Therefore, the received power given in (28) is

PR(dB) = −10 − 88.6 = −98.6, (32)

which is equivalent to 138 pW. Assuming an SNR value of

10 dB,

SN R = PR − N

10 = −98.6 − N (33)

Hence, a minimum receiver sensitivity value of −108.6 dB

(13.8 pW) is required. Based on Table VI, silicon photodiodes

will be capable of detecting the incoming signal, which proves

the feasibility of the intrabody communication scenario.

It must be noted that the optical sources described

in Table IV are highly directional which translates into gains

up to 15 dB depending on the beam width, �θ , of (8), provided

in Sec. II. This results in extending the intrabody propagating

distance to few millimeters. However, in order to make a fair

comparison with the THz Band, the results obtained assume

omnidirectionality for both technologies.

3) Effect of Gain: An antenna’s gain is a key performance

which combines the antenna’s directivity and electrical effi-

ciency. As a transmitting antenna, the gain describes how well

the antenna converts input power into radio waves headed in a

specified direction. As a receiving antenna, the gain describes

how well the antenna converts radio waves arriving from a

specified direction into electrical power [16]. The previously

presented link budget calculations have been repeated by tak-

ing into account the antenna gain value of 2.15 dBi, as it cor-

responds to a half-wavelength dipole antenna. Hence, a total

gain of 4.3 dBi has been added based on (28) corresponding

to the antenna transmit and receive gains, respectively. The

results are presented in Table VIII. It can be stemmed that

even by taking into account the antenna gain, both THz and

photonic technologies are capable of capturing the propagating

signal through the body.
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V. CONCLUSION

This paper developed a channel model for predicting the

effect of THz and optical bio-electromagnetic propagation.

The presented model is novel since it takes into account

the combined effect of three main propagation phenomena

encountered in intrabody communication including spreading,

molecular absorption, and scattering.

The spreading effect has been accurately quantified

by incorporating the directivity of the nanoantenna.

Investigation of molecular absorption demonstrated that

blood molecules are more absorbent in comparison to other

body composites. Nonetheless, absorption from blood is one

order of magnitude lower in the optical window, roughly

between 400 and 750 THz. Moreover, scattering has been

accurately computed by taking into account the size of the

scatterer nanoparticles with respect to wavelength in both

the THz band and optical frequency window. It has been also

inferred that as the particle size parameter ψ becomes larger

than 1, the scattering efficiency approaches 2, which come to

an agreement with classical optical principles.

The combined effects of the three main propagation phe-

nomena in intrabody communication facilitate the design and

deployment of iWNSNs. The paper also provided an in depth

analysis of the THz and photonic devices available in the

literature. Such study is essential for conducting link budget

analysis between nanodevices operating within the human

body. The findings provided in this paper indicate that nano-

communication based devices have the potential to play a vital

role in future healthcare technologies by improving the quality

of the human life.
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